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Renewal of the commitment to PRME 

 

As an institution of higher education involved in Principles for Responsible Management 

Education since 2009, Goethe University's Faculty of Economics and Business 

Administration is pleased to reaffirm our support of the Principles. We hereby renew our 

commitment as a PRME signatory school.  

The following report provides an overview of how our faculty incorporate the Principles into 

their teaching, research and community partnerships. 

We encourage other academic institutions and associations to adopt and support the 

Principles. 

 

      

Andreas Hackethal     Alfons Weichenrieder 

Dean       Deputy Dean for International Relations 

Faculty of Economics     Faculty of Economics 

and Business Administration    and Business Administration 
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Our views and prospects of and actions to further responsible 

management education 
 

Summary view of past developments and the current status 

The University of Frankfurt started in 2006 to establish business ethics on the basis of an 

interdisciplinary task force on ethics in economics and integrated different perspectives in that way. 

Since then this interdisciplinary and diverse approach is retained in the various tutorials that still 

exist, but now are complemented by a basic lecture on business ethics that functions as a curricular 

cornerstone for bachelor students. The task force is now steered by the chair of business ethics and 

business education, which organizes and coordinates the activities and the curriculum in business 

ethics. We have also started offering specialized courses and seminars (e.g. a lecture on the ethics of 

financial markets and a seminar on current approaches in business ethics). 

Although there is no obligatory course in business ethics on the Master level as yet, we provide 

several facultative courses for all master students or according to the different focal points of these 

programs (Master of Science in International Economics and Economic Policy, Master of Science in 

Management (Finance and Information Management; Finance and Accounting; Accounting and 

Information Management) Master of Science in Money and Finance; Master of Science in Vocational 

and Business Education). For instance, we focus on Behavioral Business Ethics (Prof. Minnameier), 

Auditing & Business Ethics (Prof. Dr. Wesner) and Ethics in Finance (Prof. Dr. Alexander). These 

master modules all extend and deepen knowledge from the compulsory courses at the bachelor 

level. In the future we intend to establish behavioral business ethics as the basic course on the 

master level, which is meant to be a prerequisite for the other courses for the specialized master 

programs.   

Principle 1 | Purpose  
We will develop the capabilities of students to be future generators of sustainable value for business 

and society at large and to work for an inclusive and sustainable global economy. 

Responsible management education has to reconcile economic considerations with a commitment to 

sustainability and individual moral orientations. In principle, this requirement is already included in 

the very definition of sustainability as it is based on the triple bottom line of social, ecological, and 

economic aims and responsibilities. However, business education in particular has to focus on how 

social and ecological aims can be achieved while furthering the firms flourishing, in line with 

challenging different economic aims and constraints. After all, economic processes in a market 

economy are not only meant to maximize individual utilities at an aggregate level, but include 

processing values in society and, indeed, the global world. Therefore, it has to be acknowledged that 

economic processes and outcomes have an important inherent ethical quality. As a consequence, the 

very notion of corporate social responsibility is difficult to determine when it is to be made concrete 

and needs to be embedded in a broader ethical and economic context (in terms of philosophical 

ethics, institutional and constitutional economics).  

According to this general outlook, our main aims with respect to responsible management education 

are the following: 
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- Highlighting ethical problems and their economic significance, like e.g. distribution of wealth 

and income, poverty, life expectancy and infant mortality, white-collar crime and corruption, 

depletion of natural resources, customer protection, and so forth. 

- Analyzing economic processes as both causes and cures. Many believe that greed, lack of 

moderation and the ruthless and reckless behavior of business people are the heart of 

ethical problems. Although this may be true in some cases and to some extent, people’s 

striving and economic creativity is also the source of overcoming such problems, inventing 

green products and clean production technologies, establishing fair and fertile industrial 

relations, reducing moral hazards and, last but not least, taking corporate social 

responsibility and making it economically profitable. 

- Pointing to the interdependence of ethics and economics. Instead of viewing business ethics 

as an oxymoron (an inherently paradoxical concept), we emphasize that, in fact, ethics and 

economics are just two sides of one and the same coin. 

Principle 2 | Values 
 We will incorporate into our academic activities and curricula the values of global social 

responsibility as portrayed in international initiatives such as the United Nations Global Compact. 

The Global Compact covers four main areas that we think are of vital importance for economic, social 

and ecological development: 

- Respecting and strengthening human rights 

- Furthering humane industrial relations 

- Protecting the natural environment 

- Curbing and containing corruption and white-collar crime 

These are basic ethical issues that should call for our attention and drive our creativity. There is an 

almost unanimous agreement on the relevance and importance of these values. However, when they 

conflict with other values, especially those in connection with concrete entrepreneurial objectives, 

they may be difficult to uphold. The main question is, therefore, how we can support these values in 

business environments. One important aspect is to see such conflicts as chances and resources for 

developments in business, because meeting these challenges means creating value also in the 

economic sense. For instance, ethical work organization can be economically efficient, especially if 

employees have to take responsibility and have to be committed to what they do. Another important 

aspect is that firms have to engage in policy-making, especially on a multinational level, where the 

capabilities of local governments are very restricted. These regulatory responsibilities have to be 

highlighted, and firms have to take care to work out what kind of regulation is in their long term 

interest. Lobbying to ward off sensible regulation is a strategy that belongs to the past; the future 

consists in lobbying for the establishment of sensible regulation to guarantee the flourishing of 

markets and the creation of value.  

We therefore incorporate discussion about the following topics in the main areas of economic 

studies: 

- Management Ethics (Personal Responsibility, Principal-Agent-Problems, Social Downsizing, 

Principles for Just Evaluation of Performance) 

- Organizational ethics and CSR as determinants and goals of economic success 

- Institutional Economics and Order Ethics 
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- Corporate Governance and Corporate Citizenship 

- Sustainability  

- Systemic Risks in Financial Markets 

- Strategies of Compensation 

- Social Preferences  

- Consumer Relationship and Ethical Advertising 

Principle 3 | Method 
We will create educational frameworks, materials, processes and environments that enable effective 

learning experiences for responsible leadership. 

As mentioned above we established the obligatory business ethics module, which provides an 

introduction to the main topics and methodological issues of Business Ethics. A clear and easily 

accessible taxonomy covers both, the more theoretical and the more practical parts of Business 

Ethics, which incorporates systematic and historical developments and strengthens our capability for 

interdisciplinary affiliation. The first aspect concentrates on the potentialities and limits for Business 

Ethics itself. The second aspect is concerned with the question of implementation of the principles 

and norms discussed in the former realm and distinguishes between a micro- and macro perspective. 

We therefore provide a functional framework to elaborate a comprehensive insight into the 

interrelation and application of the topics of Business Ethics. 

 

(Figure 1: Taxonomy of topics of business ethics) 

Apart from our explicit modules on business ethics, many of our courses in economics and business 

administration relate to ethically relevant issues. By the same token, many of the topics of the ethics 

program are linked with economic issues. As for our courses on business ethics, they are organized as 

described in the introductory chapter.  

In the future, we will develop a more holistic/integrated education in business ethics through 

bridging the gap between the obligatory module at the bachelor level and the facultative electives on 
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the master level by providing additional optional courses for advanced bachelor students. In part this 

has already been put into practice. On the master level we will provide a systematically organized 

two stage program, with Behavioral Business Ethics for all master students plus consecutive courses 

according to the special master programs (see Figure 2). 

 

(Figure 2: Systematic integration of business ethical content.  
Ticked items are practiced, others in preparation) 

 

Principle 4 | Research 
We will engage in conceptual and empirical research that advances our understanding about the 

role, dynamics, and impact of corporations in the creation of sustainable social, environmental and 

economic value. 

According to our systematic approach as mentioned above, we conceive conceptual and empirical 

research as complementary. We therefore encourage any research that advances our understanding 

of this interrelation.  

Our special concern focuses on the connection between behavioral business ethics and the 

development of suitable institutions (in the sense of institutional economics). We concentrate, firstly, 

on the exploration of individual morality in use of the methods of behavioral economics to find out, 

why people behave the way they do and how their behavioral orientations can be developed. 

Secondly, we aim at developing regulations tailored to individual orientations as consumers and 

citizens, but also as members of organizations. In addition, we now organize, for example, a 

interdisciplinary conference on the topic of Behavioral Business Ethics. Beyond that, key units like the 

‘Arbeitsstelle Wirtschaftsethik’ collaborate with both of the associated ‘Exzellenzcluster’ on the 

“Formation of Normative Orders” at the University of Frankfurt. 

Our main research in the field of Business Ethics is concerned with the so called ‘Happy Victimizer’-

phenomenon, potentialities and limits of moral education and ‘moral underdemandingness’ as well 

as institutional ethics and concepts of justice in the economy. 
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Principle 5 | Partnership 
We will interact with managers of business corporations to extend our knowledge of their challenges 

in meeting social and environmental responsibilities and to explore jointly effective approaches to 

meeting these challenges. 

At the moment there is no well-structured partnership program for the special purpose of principle 5 

right now, but we are going to prepare one under the leadership of the ‘Arbeitsstelle 

Wirtschaftsethik’. This program will interact with managers from different industries who especially 

are responsible for CSR strategies in their business corporation. They will be invited to report on a 

currently pressing, ‘real world’ challenge they face in a two-day workshop. Afterwards, qualified 

students build teams of business consultants to elaborate and solve these challenges under the 

accompanying leadership of the executive manager of the corporation. Together they explore jointly 

effective approaches and reach for the possibility of direct implementation. In the last step of the 

program the teams present their results to an independent jury and the public, who values the most 

innovative solution. The benefit will be threefold. First students get motivated by real world 

problems to deepen their knowledge, train their capabilities and to get involved in social and 

environmental responsibilities. Business corporations will receive well designed solutions for their 

challenges with a minimum of effort, extend their networks across different branches and show their 

care publicly. Researchers involved in this partnership program will transfer their insights back into 

the classrooms and bridge the gap from theory to practice more easily. 

Principle 6 | Dialogue 
We will facilitate and support dialog and debate among educators, students, business, government, 

consumers, media, civil society organisations and other interested groups and stakeholders on 

critical issues related to global social responsibility and sustainability. 

Needless to say, that we provide access to the most relevant journals. Furthermore we support 

associated initiatives that in turn provide different events closely related to the field of business 

ethics. These initiatives cover a broad area of diverse interests of non-scientific public society.  

- Bachelor meets Business 

- Enactus 

- Green finance consulting e.V. 

- Kritische Ökonomen 

- Market Team 

- Next Generation Forum 

- ThinkTank 

- Deutsch-Französische Gesellschaft 

- Bürgeruniversität (Demokratie im Würgegriff) 

- Teacher training in business ethics 

These initiatives represent an important pillar in a responsible management education and complete 

our self-conception as an important member toward this goal.  
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Contact: 

Prof. Dr. Andreas Hackethal 

Dean 

Goethe-University Frankfurt 

Faculty of Economics and Business Administration 

Grüneburgplatz 1 

60323 Frankfurt am Main 

E-Mail: Hackethal@gbs.uni-frankfurt.de 

 

 

Prof. Dr. Gerhard Minnameier 

Chair of Business Ethics and Business Education 

Faculty of Economics and Business Administration 

Grüneburgplatz 1 

60323 Frankfurt am Main 

E-Mail: minnameier@econ.uni-frankfurt.de 

 

 

Marko-René Sušnik 

Quality Management 

Goethe-University Frankfurt 

Faculty of Economics and Business Administration 

Grüneburgplatz 1 

60323 Frankfurt am Main 

E-Mail: susnik@wiwi.uni-frankfurt.de 
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